ABSTRACT.
are the "tangent" sw-classes constructed using duality and the (l(2)-structure.
We will prove Theorems 1 and 2 in §2 and the corollaries in §3. All algebras will be over Z and cohomology will be singular theory with Z coefficients. Let a: L -» 77 (BO(n)) be that usual homomorphism, the kernel of which is generated by the Wu relations. J is contained in the kernel of a (which may be seen, for example, by taking for 77 the cohomology of the product of n copies of RP(2n + I) Proof.
Recall that
where Sq " = Sq2 Sq2 ---Sq1. Let L* = 77* ® H*(K (Z2, 2) ) and consider the elements u., where u, = Sq £ + bi + g, and to get u , from u , one
writes u =Sq "-1 i+ P (t), sets Q (£, Sq1£)=Sq2"p (t)and P (t) = u ., = Sq2 u +b{2 ~2)u,. This contradiction establishes the result. G
